
 

SIRP Project Update: Identifying the Impact of System Changes Related to Social 
Security Numbers 
by Dave Pecora, ITS Customer Support Services, Dave.Pecora@rit.edu and  
Bryan Meyer, bemisd@rit.edu  

Ongoing Student ID Replacement Project (SIRP) Task Force meetings give participants the 
opportunity to address concerns about the vast student systems changes that will take place in 
spring. The project is being conducted in a phased approach: 

• Phase I – Identifying the Impact 
• Phase II – Planning for the Conversion 
• Phase III – Developing Action Plans 

Each phase is elemental with each of the different departments and college groups identifying the 
methods they use to categorize student information and records, distinguish what will be 
transitioned and what aspects must continue to use social security numbers in records as required 
by law or accrediting agencies. 

The project is in its first phase with the task force group assessing their individual business 
processes. Some questions that have been brought to task force meetings of late have been 
helpful in raising the awareness of specific scenarios about how groups use the SSNs – and how 
these processes will need to change. Here are several of the recent topical questions: 

Some groups have heard that they cannot call ITS during the process freeze which began 
October 3, 2005. Is this true? 

A hold, or production freeze, on systems changes was put in place on October 3 as a way to have 
staff prepare for, and develop fully, the new transition infrastructure. However, error correction 
maintenance is being done for production issues; the scope and impact of these errors is being 
evaluated to determine if modifications need to be completed immediately or can be held until 
after the ‘freeze’ (Feb. 2006); and that all production needs related to federal policy, financial aid 
requirements, for example will be addressed through the freeze. Anyone with questions about 
which of their respective processes fall into the categories above can call the ITS representative 
they work with for clarification.  

Will the social security-style numbers given to international students also be converted to 
the new University ID? 



International students were given a 999-xx-XXXX number upon arrival at RIT. This number was 
a means of both categorizing this population of students as well as integrating them into the main 
student records system database. This number is not a formal SSN, but was put into the SSN data 
field on records for the individual student. All data in these fields will be transitioned and instead 
of an SSN, international students, like their American counterparts will have a University ID.  

Some departments have student mail boxes in public areas and individual folders in the 
mail boxes have student names and SSNs. Shouldn’t these be changed? 

Yes, the folders with this information should be changed especially if the folders are in public 
areas. This is one of several “process” changes that need to be addressed in the preliminary 
stages of this project.  

The Task Force group will continue to meet and address questions such as those raised here, 
even those considered exceptions. Questions can be forwarded to Task Force members to bring 
to upcoming Task Force meetings or they can be sent to the Task Force mail list: 
ITSSIRP@rit.edu 

 

Third Annual ITS Security Week Technology Seminars take place December 12 
through 16 
by Michelle Cometa, ITS Communications & Public Relations Manager, Michelle.Cometa@rit.edu  

The third annual Security Week technology seminars take place December 12 through 16. 
Sponsored by ITS, this series features seminars about network and personal security for the 
online community. Topics such as identity crime, online file sharing issues, security over 
wireless technology and incident response management will be covered.  

Security Week sessions are free and open to all students, faculty, staff, alumni and 
administrators. To register for Security Week workshops, send email to cioits@rit.edu with the 
individual workshops you will be attending. Interpreters are available upon request. 

The full line up of the weeklong series includes: 

  

Monday, December 12 

Brightmail: Spam Filtering Solution 
Presenter: Tom Dixon, ITS 
Noon – 1 p.m., The Idea Factory, Wallace Memorial Library 

This session is about the new SPAM-filtering solution and how to effectively decrease more 
SPAM in email accounts. Learn how to use the software, how messages are quarantined and how 



to release authentic messages to your mail box or delete nuisance SPAM messages before they 
get to your account.  

Keynote Presentation: 
Security Threats in the Digital Age and Effective Solutions for Secure Data Systems  
Ariel Silverstone, Symantec 
Director of Strategic Consulting 
3 – 5 pm, Golisano College Auditorium 

Ariel Silverstone, Director of Strategic Consulting at the Symantec Corporation and 
formerly the Chief Information Security Officer for Temple University, is a 
frequently requested speaker and an avid writer. He currently specializes in 
management and compliance issues.  

A leader in the corporate security industry, Symantec provides a variety of services 
to help organizations and end users protect sensitive data on their networks. Mr. 

Silverstone will discuss the challenges today to secure personal data, the trends in security 
breaches and the solutions that organizations, especially higher education, have integrated to 
secure networks. 

A reception will follow this presentation from 5 – 6 pm in the Atrium of the Golisano College.  

Tuesday, December 13 

Security Incident Response in Light of Legislation Affecting Higher Education 
Steve Schuster, Director, IT Security Office, Cornell University 
9:30 – 11 a.m., 76-1125 
 
This program will cover the emerging state and national laws being enacted to protect against 
identity theft and the specific challenges these laws pose for higher education. Learn about some 
of the requirements expected from colleges and universities about disclosure, staffing 
requirements and compliance. 

PANEL Discussion: Security for Student Systems in Higher Education 
11:30 a.m. – 1: 30 p.m., 76-1125 
Panelists: Joe Lofreddo, RIT Registrar, Dave Pecora, ITS; Jim Moore, Information Security, 
John Zink, RIT Risk Management Office 
Moderator: Nick Francesco, faculty, College of Business 

Bring your lunch and join this group of panelists discuss the specific steps and safeguards they 
have put in place to better secure the vast amounts of personal data required of a university 
network. Each will present their perspective about data access policies, compliance measures and 
disclosure requirements – all necessary parts of their roles as data stewards. Guests from Monroe 
Community College and the University of Rochester will provide information about their 
respective colleges’ solutions to network security measures. 



The Nexus of Cyber Ethics, Information Security, and IT-enabled Abuse and Crime 
Samuel McQuade III, Professor, College of Liberal Arts, Criminal Justice Program 
2 – 4 pm, 76-1125 

This presentation will feature empirical findings from a series of computer use and ethics surveys 
conducted at RIT from April 2004 through May 2005 to draw connections between levels of 
cyber ethics beliefs, information security knowledge and skills, and IT-enabled offending 
behaviors by college students.  

  

Wednesday, December 14 

Computer Forensics 
Bill Stackpole and Yin X. Pan, Professors, Golisano College of Computing and Information 
Sciences 
9:30 – 11 am, Golisano College Auditorium 

Digital Self Defense 101  
Ben Woelk, Information Security 
12 – 1: 30 p.m., Xerox Auditorium, Kate Gleason College of Engineering 

Identity Crime 
Steve Petro, retired Secret Services Agent, and Rodney G. Lezette, Jr., Investigator, RIT Campus 
Safety Department 
2 – 4 pm, Golisano College Auditorium 

This presentation is about how identity thieves adopt another person’s identity to defraud them, 
by purchasing goods, services or obtaining credit without their knowledge or consent and/or 
facilitating other criminal activity. Learn more about how this is done, how individuals are 
vulnerable and how to decrease the likelihood that you would be a victim of identity theft.  

Brightmail: Spam Filtering Solution – Student Session 
Presenter: Tom Dixon, ITS 
4- 6 p.m., Xerox Auditorium, Kate Gleason College of Engineering 

This session is about the new SPAM-filtering solution and how to effectively decrease more 
SPAM in email accounts. Learn how to use the software, how messages are quarantined and how 
to release authentic messages to your mail box or delete nuisance SPAM messages before they 
get to your account. 

Thursday, December 15 

Online Challenges for Residential Students  
Mary Beth Cooper, Vice President, RIT Student Affairs Division      
9 – 11: 30 a.m. 76-1125 



Student Affairs Vice President Mary Beth Cooper will detail the challenges facing residential 
students when it comes to the online community. She will also touch on the response of 
university personnel when faced with these different issues and how student service providers 
must be advocates as well as provide judicial guidance. 

Wireless Security 
Bruce Hartpence, Professor, Golisano College of Computing and Information Sciences 
1 – 3 pm, 76-1125 

What are the challenges of securing wireless networks? How can users cross one wireless 
“boundary” into another securely and effectively without losing one’s connection? What are the 
trends in wireless technology that must be addressed on campuses with the increase in wireless 
devices? Learn answers to these and other questions related to wireless security measures in this 
session. 

Cyber Security Tips During the Holiday Season 
Broadcast Session 
3-4 pm in the Golisano Auditorium 7-1400 

Friday, December 16 

Securing Your Laptop Computer 
Nathan Fisk, Information Security Research Assistant  
10 a.m. – 12 p.m., LOCATION: TBD 

After the week of learning about the theory and practices within the security business, this 
session will be an opportunity to patch and update your laptop computer with the latest security 
software. Bring your laptop computer to this session and learn about the resources available to 
campus users, most current updates and patches necessary to comply with RIT network standards 
and how to continually update laptop computers over time.  

 

myRIT Portal News  
by Shawn Whiteside, ITS Web Services, Shawn.Whiteside@rit.edu  

One of the most important ingredients for making the myRIT portal, my.rit.edu, a success is 
communicating with and listening to the RIT community. So far, ITS has had quite a few people 

send us their ideas on what would improve the 
portal and we are interested in learning more 
from you.  

To facilitate this communication we have 
added a “What’s Next” tab to the portal which 
has a Release Schedule portlet. This portlet lets 
you know what we are working on in the 



upcoming releases and when to expect them. Also on this tab is a portlet called “Future 
Initiatives” which lists items on our radar screen, but have not made it onto the Release 
Schedule. In addition, to better solicit feedback from the RIT community we have added a 
Feedback Form. You can send us your feedback and you can also select if you are interested in 
future forums about the portal. 

Our first release of the year, the Mid-Fall Quarter Release, occurred on November 1. The release 
included the new ‘What’s Next’ tab and the ‘My Financial Aid Award’ portlet. 

The ‘My Financial Aid Award’ Portlet allows students to review their financial aid award 
information from the portal. This is the first step in a new financial aid self-service portlet.  
Eventually the myRIT portal will be enhanced with an interactive financial aid experience for 
students. This will allow students to check their financial aid status, view and respond to their 
financial aid award, and view and fulfill incomplete requirements. 

Another part of the release was the new RIT Spirit skin. The skin is an RIT-themed look and feel 
for the portal. To change your skin to the new RIT Spirit Skin click on “Preferences” link in the 
top right hand corner under the banner and then click on the “Choose a skin” link on the next 
page. On the next page select the “RIT Colors” skin and click “Apply”. Now you have the 
newest skin developed for the portal. We are working on creating new skins and if you have any 
ideas please let us know using the new Feedback Form portlet. 

For the most up to date information about what is happening in the myRIT portal check the 
“What’s Next” tab. If you have a question or feedback about the portal please let us know using 
the Feedback Form portlet.  

 

Web Hosting Upgrade 

The Web Hosting Upgrade Project’s goal is to provide RIT with a web environment that is 
secure, reliable, well maintained and responsive. The Institutes’ needs have outgrown the current 
web environment, and to meet the current and future needs of the Institute, a redesign of the 
entire environment is necessary. The project team has identified key steps that need to be 
accomplished to meet the goal of this initiative. 

Major Steps 

1. Separate Content. We need to separate official content such as college and admission sites from 
content like individual’s web pages. This is to ensure that visitors to official RIT sites are actually 
at an official site. In the past, we have had issues where a student’s class project for redesigning 
an official RIT website was mistaken for the official site. By separating content, we can avoid 
these issues. A side benefit of the separation of content is unusually high traffic to a student 
webpage that has popular images or information will not negatively affect official RIT sites.  



 

2. Improve the User Experience. Improve the user experience for the audience of our websites by 
restructuring RIT sites into a hierarchy and removing the use of tilde (~) accounts. For example, 
the URL for the College of Science would be http://www.rit.edu/colleges/cos/. We also 
anticipate being able to provide multiple ways for College sites to be identified, including the 
following format http://www.rit.edu/science/. 

 

3. Eliminate the need for shared accounts for accessing and updating websites. To access 
websites, people will use their individual RIT Computer Accounts and will be assigned 
appropriate permissions for the sites they need to maintain.  

 

4. Update the base web hosting technologies. We will be adding mySQL database hosting for the 
official RIT website and upgrading to PHP5.  

 

5. Plan for future upgrades. Working with the RIT Web Standards Committee and the RIT 
community, ITS will develop and publicize a planned upgrade schedule for the RIT web 
environment.  

 

6. Create a staging environment for official RIT websites. Website maintainers would use this 
staging environment to make changes to the site and view the results before the changes are 
made public. Once the website maintainer is satisfied with the changes, they can push the new 
content into production using a set of web‐based tools. These tools will help efficiently maintain 
the RIT websites. 

 

The project team is finalizing the design for the web hosting hierarchy and technologies. 

The project team has designed a way for the new environment and the old environment to exist 
seamlessly to the web audience so we can do a planned migration over a period of time instead 
of a single cut over to the new environment. 

What does all of this mean to you? 

If you maintain an official RIT website, the biggest change will be the restructuring of the web 
site hierarchy. In the new web environment, each college and division will have its own branch. 



From there the College or Division determines the structure of the rest of their site within this 
branch. ITS will work with each area in setting up their structure during the migration period. 

If you have an individual web page under your personal RIT Computer Account, like 
http://www.rit.edu/~abc1234 or http://www.rit.edu/~abcits the biggest change will be the URL of 
your webpage. The proposed URL would look like http://people.rit.edu/~abc1234. 

In the coming months ITS will be communicating all the changes and steps required for web 
maintainers to migrate to the new web hosting environment. We realize that this move will 
require additional work, and ITS is committed to making the transition as smooth as possible. 

Apple Maintenance Program (AMP) FAQ  
by Jeremy Reichman, ITS Customer Support Services, Jeremy.Reichman@rit.edu  

What is a license? 

The license is the right to install and use the software. It is an agreement on how and where the 
software can be used. 
With Mac OS system software, a license gives you the right to install and use the operating 
system purchased, or any earlier version. It does not give the right to future versions, which must 
normally be bought separately. 

What is maintenance? 

The Apple Maintenance Program, or AMP, allows you to purchase upgrade rights for up to three years 
on Apple software. In this situation, we refer to AMP as it applies to the Mac OS operating system 
software. 

What are the benefits of AMP maintenance? 

The Apple Maintenance Program has several key benefits:  

• “Stay current” licensing 
• Coverage for up to three full years 
• Low cost compared to other licensing solutions 
• Predictable, yearly charge 
• Separate maintenance and installation media charges (buy only as much of each as needed) 
• Computers leave coverage with a perpetual license 

Does AMP maintenance allow me to get current to the latest Mac OS operating 
system? 

No, AMP is only a “stay current” license. You must “get current” first. You may do this by 
purchasing the latest version of Mac OS on the market. 



Do we count computers or people for AMP maintenance? 

AMP maintenance is sold on a per-computer basis. 

Is there a way that maintenance can be purchased by headcount rather than by 
computer? 

No, not at this time. 
This is one feature of the Apple Technology Assurance Program (TAP) that we found beneficial, 
particularly for licensing cost reductions and an increase in effectiveness. We continue to lobby 
Apple for this kind of licensing option under AMP, but it does not currently exist and we must 
work within the framework of today’s contract. 

How does my department purchase AMP maintenance? 

You must purchase directly from ITS, via a chargeback, in order to get RIT’s volume discount. 
Fill out the AMP purchase form and return it to ITS Administrative Services in Bldg 99. 
You must buy enough units of AMP coverage for each computer you intend to put on the 
contract. We recommend purchasing AMP when computers are new (if you are not transferring 
existing maintenance) or when you are already on the latest version of Mac OS. If you delay, a 
new release by Apple could force you to buy an upgrade first. 

Can my department transfer AMP coverage between computers? 

Yes. If you are replacing an older computer with a new one that already has a current Mac OS X 
license, then you may transfer the AMP coverage from the old computer to the new one. 
However, we recommend that you purchase enough AMP coverage for all of the computers in 
your department to make recordkeeping easier.  

Does my department pay for AMP up front or over each coverage year? 

Your department will be charged annually for AMP coverage. 

Will my department save money? 

Assuming your department upgrades twice over the three years of the AMP contract, then you 
would save money. 
 
You will absolutely save money if you purchase or transfer AMP coverage to computers when 
they are new — because you will skip the initial upgrade fee to “get current.”  

• Existing perpetual license plus AMP: $60 
• Perpetual license, one upgrade: $69 
• New perpetual license plus AMP: $129 



• Perpetual license, two upgrades: $138 
• Perpetual license, three upgrades: $207 

 
Beyond the potential savings in money, you will have predictable yearly upgrade costs, no matter when 
Apple releases new system software. This is easier to factor into your yearly budget. Your computers can 
then be upgraded whenever the upgrade is relevant to your system. This can make resolving technical 
support problems much less painful and costly. 

When did the current AMP contract begin? 

July 1, 2005. 

When does the current AMP contract expire? 

June 30, 2008. 

What are the coverage years for the current contract? 

Year 1 July 1, 2005 June 30, 2006 
Year 2 July 1, 2006 June 30, 2007 
Year 3 July 1, 2007 June 30, 2008 

When is the annual chargeback? 

The annual chargeback will occur within the first three months of each new fiscal year. 

Can my department end its AMP maintenance before the RIT‐wide contract expires? 

Under very specific circumstances, this may be possible. However, as a rule, it is not allowed. 
Please contact the ITS HelpDesk so that you can discuss your needs with one of our staff versed 
in software licensing or technical support. 

Will RIT renew the current AMP contract? 

The discussions on this will begin during the third year of the current AMP contract. ITS expects 
to include customer input in the renewal discussions, and work within the licensing regime 
offered by Apple at the time. 

Is coverage retroactive to the current coverage year? 

Yes. Your coverage will apply back to the beginning of the current coverage year, extend to its 
end, and continue until the end of the overall RIT contract. 



If my department does not purchase coverage during the first year of the contract, are 
we still responsible for all three years of maintenance costs? 

No. Your department only pays for the current year and any subsequent years until the end of the 
current contract. 

How much money does RIT save annually with AMP? 

Assuming that Apple released a new major operating system version almost every year (which 
was true between 2001 and 2004) and that everyone on campus upgraded (which was not true), 
then RIT is potentially saving $70,000 per year at a current volume. 
By having most of the Macintosh computers on campus covered under AMP, we also feel that 
RIT is saving in overall support costs because faculty and staff are more likely to have their own 
computers up to date. This tends to lead to fewer technical support requests. 

How long after a new Mac OS release can my department upgrade? 

ITS does not recommend immediately upgrading to any new operating system on computers 
required for production office work at the moment it is available for sale. There are often other 
limiting factors beyond the actual license, such as software and hardware compatibility, to 
consider. Upgrading can be a disruption. If you have questions, we ask that you consult with ITS 
for an evaluation before any upgrades. These issues are also discussed on the MacTech mailing 
list. 
However, the license coverage afforded by AMP does allow you to upgrade to a new Mac OS 
release the moment it goes on sale to the public. 
Based on past experience, the new media kits generally take between a few days and a few 
weeks to reach us once they have been ordered. 

Can my department install the software on our own? 

Yes, if your department is not fully supported by ITS and wishes to install the software, your 
staff can perform installations and upgrades. 
However, ITS does have dedicated staff who can schedule an appointment to install or upgrade 
your systems. 

Are other options available for low‐cost Mac OS licensing besides AMP? 

There are other licensing options available, but AMP is currently the lowest-cost option available 
to the RIT campus. 

Can I purchase AMP elsewhere? 

Technically, yes. Your department could purchase it through the RIT Campus Connections 
bookstore or directly through the Apple Store for Education on the Web. 



However, you would not get the same discounted price because you would be starting a new 
AMP contract at a lower volume level based on that single purchase. 
Only purchases through ITS will get the pricing level that benefits from the entire volume of Mac 
OS licensing around the entire university. We have made arrangements with Apple so that all 
purchases made through ITS are consolidated into one contract, achieving a significant savings 
through volume. That single contract also has known and predictable start and end dates that 
apply to all departments, which helps with license compliance and support issues. 

Do TAP licenses count as original licenses in the migration to AMP maintenance? 

Yes. 
In fact, TAP licenses purchased before July 1, 2005, were the most cost effective way to upgrade 
any computer to the current Mac OS license so that AMP could be applied. It is no longer 
possible to buy TAP licenses. 

Do licenses that come with individual Macintosh computers count as original licenses 
when applying AMP maintenance? 

Yes, they do. 
However, if the bundled license is not for the most current major version of the Mac OS 
operating system at the time you are purchasing maintenance, then you must upgrade to the 
current version first. 

Where can I obtain the latest Mac OS version before my department purchases AMP 
maintenance? 

You may purchase Mac OS X licenses at RIT’s educational institution discount individually or in 
volume (to get a further discount) from: 
the RIT Campus Connections bookstore 
the Apple Store for Education at http://www.rit.edu/education/store. 
If you are purchasing ten or more units of Mac OS X, you are eligible for a volume license 
purchase with a further discount. 
ITS does not sell Mac OS licenses, only AMP maintenance on existing current licenses. 

When a computer exits the AMP contract, does it retain any updated Mac OS license? 

Yes, the computer exits the AMP contract with a perpetual license to the latest Mac OS version 
that was on the market at that time. 

Does the license include the media, such as CDs or DVDs, that can be used to install 
Mac OS or perform basic troubleshooting? 

No, the installation media for each major version of the Mac OS operating system must be 
obtained separately. It must be purchased. 



How do I obtain installation media? 

The RIT Campus Connections bookstore generally maintains stock of the media kit for the 
current Mac OS version, and may have some available for previous versions. The bookstore can 
also order media kits from Apple. 
Some installation media for older operating systems may no longer be available for sale. 

Does my department have to pay for media kits? 

If your department wants media kits, then yes, it must pay for them. ITS does not provide media 
kits except to its own support staff. 

Should we buy installation media for each computer or person in a department? 

This is up to each individual department. 
However, we do recommend you buy at least one media kit for each Mac OS operating system 
version deployed in your department. If you have two different versions of Mac OS X in your 
department, it is helpful to have the media kit for each. 
If your department is fully supported by ITS, then ITS will use its own media to assist with 
installations and troubleshooting. 
No matter what, we also suggest buying one media kit for each laptop Macintosh in your 
department. That media kit should match the major version of Mac OS that is installed on the 
computer. If the computer has Mac OS X Tiger installed, then a Tiger disc set should be 
provided. This media kit should be kept with the laptop computer, especially when travelling, to 
aid in any troubleshooting. 

What are the part numbers for the media kits? 

This can vary with time, as Apple does periodically update its media kits for advances in the Mac 
OS operating system. For example, Apple released Mac OS X 10.3 and 10.3.5 CD sets for 
Panther. 
As of this writing, the media kits are currently listed as: 

 
Major version  

DVD kit CD kit 

Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger M9645ZM/A MA095ZM/A 
Mac OS X 10.3 Panther   M9233ZM/A 
Mac OS X 10.2 Jaguar   M8715ZM/A 
Mac OS 9     

Can ITS duplicate media kits for my department? 

No. This is not allowed under our AMP contract. 



Can my department duplicate media kits? 

No. This is not allowed under our AMP contract. 

What happens when a computer exits the AMP contract? 

A computer exiting the contract always leaves with an updated perpetual Mac OS license.  

Can a computer that exited the AMP contract be sold with its updated perpetual 
license? 

Yes. 

Can my department purchase other Apple software with AMP maintenance? 

Other Apple software packages do have their own AMP maintenance available. 
However, ITS does not have a consolidated agreement that spans the whole campus for any of 
those packages, including Mac OS X Server. You must purchase the licenses, media, and 
maintenance for other Apple software, besides the Mac OS operating system itself, from RIT 
Campus Connections or the Apple Store for Education. 
Only AMP maintenance of the Mac OS operating system itself is handled through ITS. 

Are there home use rights, so that faculty or staff in a covered department can install 
the software on their personal computers? 

No, there are no home use rights under the AMP contract. At this time, home users are not 
eligible to purchase AMP maintenance directly on the campuswide contract, or purchase media 
for home use. A department may at its discretion choose to purchase AMP coverage for its 
employees’ home computers. 
Otherwise, faculty and staff can obtain current Mac OS perpetual licenses at an educational 
discount from the RIT Campus Connections bookstore or the Apple Store for Education. 
Home use rights are one feature of the Apple Technology Assurance Program (TAP) that we 
found beneficial. We continue to lobby Apple for this kind of licensing option under AMP, but it 
does not currently exist and we must work within the framework of today’s contract. 

Are there home use rights for students’ personal computers? 

No, not at this time. 
Students can obtain current Mac OS perpetual licenses at an educational discount from the RIT 
Campus Connections bookstore or the Apple Store for Education. 

How does AMP relate to TAP? 



RIT previously held an Apple Technology Assurance Program (TAP) contract, which expired in 
late June 2005. The campus transitioned from TAP to AMP between June and July 2005. The 
TAP agreement had different terms than our current AMP contract, and the former terms of the 
TAP contract are no longer in effect. 

 


